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ABSTRACT

The multiple regression model was used to study the phoneme
and syllable duration characteristics of mandarin Chinese. The
source speech material is a phonetically balanced text corpus
collected from newspapers and spoken by a professional female
announcer. Since the syllable, in an Initial/Final format, was
adopted as a basic synthesis unit in our Chinese TTS system,
the investigations were taken on both Initial/Final and syllable
bases. RMS error values of the model are 18.6, 36.9 and 43.1
ms for Initial, Final, and syllable, respectively. The results are
quite close to those reported in literature, which may use
different approaches, such as neural networks. In the multiple
regression model, an interesting finding is that the factor of the
following syllable is much larger than that of the preceding
syllable. This evidence is further discussed by focusing into
two-syllable words in the utterances. From our informal
listening tests, we confirmed that this approach improves the
naturalness of synthetic speech as compared to our previous
rule-bases duration model.

1. INTRUDUCTION

It is well known that each Chinese Character is pronounced as a
syllable. An efficient time control model at the syllable level is
one of the key factors to generating natural sounding speech of
Chinese. The duration characteristics of the syllables in an
utterance can have considerable influence on both higher-level
and lower-level timing control. The higher-level timing control
is the result of syntactic and semantic contexts of the utterance,
and lower-level time control is the result of the phonetic factors,
or the context of articulatory constraints [1].

The multiple regression model provides us with a unified
method to account for all variations in a simple additive formula.
There are several advantages of this model as compared to
decision tree-based or neural network based methods. First is
the simplicity in computation. A standard algorithm is
distributed as a runtime subroutine along with the statistic
software package (SPSS). Once the data is prepared, you can get
the results in minutes. Unlike the other method, which needs to
be given some stop rules or other parameters, the result of
multiple regression analysis is solely depended on statistic
characteristics of the data. Second, all the factors considered to
influence the duration characteristics can be compared and be
ordered by their contributions, in contrast to neural network-
based method that generally is black-box only [2].

Third, since all the category features are in an additive equation,
it is very easy to implement to a speech synthesis system.

Efforts have been made to use the multiple regression model to
study the duration characteristics of Chinese [4][5] and other
languages, such as Japanese [6]. In the these studies [4][5], the
target speeches are all male talkers, the models are based on
either phoneme or syllable level, and one of them only dealt
with words. Our investigations were taken on one female talker
in both phoneme (Initial/Final) and syllable levels. The original
motivations of this study is to obtain the parameters used in our
speech synthesis system, but we hope the results can also
provide us an insight into possible time mechanisms underlying
speech production process [7].

The paper is organized as follows. Data material and phoneme
articulation categories are described in Section 2. In Section 3,
we explain factors which are considered to influence the
duration characteristics and give the multiple regression model,
which incorporates all the factors. The results are given in
section 4. We have the further discussion in section 5. Finally,
we give the conclusion.

2. DATA MATERIAL

2.1 Speech Data

The source material is a phonetically balanced text corpus
collected from newspapers. It contains sentences counted by 512
breath phrases. A professional female announcer was asked to
read these sentences in a soundproof room. The utterances were
recorded in DAT tape and then put into files at a sample rate of
22.5KHz. All the 6752 syllables in the utterances were manually
segmented into Initial and Final boundary based on both speech
waveform and sound spectrogram. Each syllable is labeled with
Initial and Final format in Pinyin code. Initial is a consonant and
it can be empty while Final is a simple vowel or a complex
vowel with an optional nasal ending. Totally, There are 21
Initial’s and 37 Final’s. Word boundary information was first
obtained by our text analysis program and the errors occurred in
word segmentation were corrected manually also.

2.2 Categories

Based on this Initial/Final format, we assign each syllable with
a 2-digit code characterizing their Initial and Final phoneme
categories. The principal of the categories is based on



articulation. The same articulations are supposed to have similar
acoustical features. Table 1 gives all Initial phoneme categories.
The Final’s are categorized as simple vowels noted as 1,
complex vowels, as 2, vowels with alveolar nasal ending, as 3
and vowels with velar nasal ending, as 4.

Table 1 Categories of Initial consonant

ÀÞñâäìïö Íåìëâêâ ¾ïñæàòéÞñæìë

® ß© á© ä ÒëÞðíæïÞñâá ðñìíð

¯ í© ñ© è ÞðíæïÞñâá ðñìíð

° ç© ÷å© ÷ ÒëÞðíæïÞñâá ÞããïæàÞñâð

± î© àå© à ¾ðíæïÞñâá ÞããïæàÞñâð

² ã© å© õ© ðå© ð ÃïæàÞñæóâð

³ ê© ë ËÞðÞéð

´ é© ï Éæîòæáð

2.3 Statistics of Initial and Final Durations

There are total 6752 syllables. Among them, 985 syllables have
no Initial.  We examined the Initial Duration features in 5767
syllables. Table 2 lists the mean, standard deviation durations of
Initial and count of the tokens for each Initial type.

Table 2 Mean and standard deviation durations in
milliseconds. The last column shows the counts of the tokens
for each Initial type.

Ðöêßìé ÊâÞë ÐÁ Àìòëñ

ß ®¯ µ °¯¶

á ®¯ ³ ³±²

ä ¯¯ µ °¶

÷å °° ®° °¶µ

ç ±¶ ®° ²´¶

ï ²® ¯ ®°¶

÷ ²® ®± ¯¯±

é ²¯ ¯³ °±µ

ë ²¶ ¯® ®¯®

ê ´° ¯µ ¯

ñ ´² ¯³ ¯¯®

í ´² ¯° ¶²

è ´¶ ¯² ®°°

ã µ² ¯® ®¶±

àå ¶´ ¯² ¯®°

å ¶´ °® °¯°

à ®® ¯´ ¶µ

î ®¯ ¯¯ ¯°¯

ð ®µ ¯± ®®

õ ®® ¯² °®³

ðå ®®® ° ±³µ

The mean duration of the Initial shows a large variation and the
differences can be primarily characterized by their articulation

manners as mentioned in previous section.  The results show
quite similar values to the male talker as reported in previous
literature [4]. It seems that there is little difference between
male and female speakers.

Meanwhile the basic statistics for Final are shown in Table 3.
Besides “ueng”, which has only one sample, the duration
differences among the all Final are relatively small. As
compared to Initial, which has up to 5 times of differences in
their means, Final has less than 2 times.

Table 3 Mean and standard deviation durations of Final in
millisecond. The last column shows the counts of the tokens
for each Final type.

Ðöêßìé ÊâÞë ÐÁ Àìòëñ

ææ ®² °µ ±°®

â ®®³ ± ³²®

ì ®±® °¶ °

Þ ®±± °µ ¯±

ìò ®°² °° ®¯²

Þæ ®²® °³ ¯µ³

âæ ®±¯ ± ®¯°

Þì ®²² °° ®¶

Þë ®³² ± ¯±´

âë ®²² ² ®³µ

Þëä ®²² °¶ ¯°

âëä ®²¶ °¶ ®µ´

âï ®´® ³° ²±

æ ®°³ ±± ²¶±

æâ ®²´ ±´ ®±±

æë ®²¶ ±´ ®´³

æò ®³´ ² ®²±

æÞ ®³³ ±¯ ®¯

æÞì ®³´ ±® ®°µ

æÞë ®´µ ±³ ¯³¯

æëä ®²³ ± ¯±²

æÞëä ®µ® ±± ®±±

ò ®¯¯ ±® ±¯²

òì ®± ±® ¯±±

òæ ®±µ ±® ¯¯°

òÞ ®²´ °² °µ

òë ®³ ²® ³

òÞæ ®´® ±± °´

ìëä ®³ °± ¯³²

òÞë ®µ´ °¶ ®°±

òÞëä ®´´ °³ ²¯

òâëä ¯°´  ®

ó ®±° ²± ®¶¯

óâ ®²µ °¶ ²°

óë ®³¶ ±¶ µ¯

óÞë ¯² ±± °

æìëä ¯ ±¯ ¯¯



3. ANALYSIS METHOD

3.1 Influence Factors

The following factors are chosen as the focus of our
investigation and the number categories are indicated in
parentheses. The syllable is the basic count unit.

1. Identity of the Initial (22)

2. Identity of the Final (37)

3. Identity of the Tone (5)

4. Identity of the previous tone (5)

5. Identity of the previous Initial category (8)

6. Identity of the previous Final category (5)

7. Identity of the next tone (6)

8. Identity of the next Initial category (8)

9. Identity of the next Final category (5)

10. Word length of the syllable (4)

11. Location of the syllable in the word (4)

12. Location of the syllable of word in the phrase (19)

13. Special position (4)

Here Factors 5, 6 8, 9 have values categorized as shown in
Section 2.2. Factor 13 has four values, 1, 2 3 and 4. 1 means
that the syllable of word is in the first position in the phrase, 2
means that it is in the middle of the phrase, 3 means that it is in
end of the phrase, and 4 means that it is in end of a sentences.

3.2 Multiple Regression Model

The general approach is similar to those reported in the
literature [4][5]. We use Quantification Method Type I [3], a
kind of multiple regression model, to characterize statistic
features of Initial, Final, and syllable durations. It is defined as
follows,

Where iy
�

 is the estimate of i-th sample’s duration; y is the

mean value and N is number of samples. f indicates factor and c

corresponds its category. 1)( =ifcδ means that the i-th sample

belongs category c in factor f. fcx is obtained by minimizing

( )2
ˆ∑ −

i
ii yy where iy is sample’s actual duration. The

value of fcx shows the degree of influence by category c in

factor f. and the sign of  fcx  shows the duration to be shorter (-

) or longer (+) than the mean duration. This value is also called
as “Score” of the category. In this way, the estimated duration is
computed as a linear combination of the all the factors.

4. RESULTS
The analyses were taken on Initial, Final and syllable bases
separately. The partial correlation coefficients of the all factors
for those of Initial, Final and Syllable duration models are given
in Table 4. The values, greater than 0.12, are underlined. In the
case of Initial model, the partial correlation coefficient of Initial
identity is 0.886, which means that large part of variations in
Initial can be explained by the difference of the consonant itself.
Other major factors are position in phrase and the special
position. In the case of Final, the duration is influenced by
identity, but also largely influenced by its preceding Initial and
tone. Contrasted sharply with factors of previous syllable,
factors of next tone and Initial category affect the duration.
Since syllable duration is the sum of Initial and Final, surely the
main factors should be identities of Initial, Final and Tone. The
next syllable also influences its duration. The different positions
in the phase also have their effect.

The multiple correlation coefficients of these three models are
0.889, 0.621 and 0.668 respectively and the RMS errors are
18.6, 36.9 and 43.1 ms respectively.

Table 4 Partial correlation coefficients of all the factors for
those of Initial, Final and syllable duration model.

ÃÞàñìï ÍÞïñæÞé àìïïâéÞñæìë àìâããæàæâëñ

ÆëæñæÞé ÃæëÞé ÐöééÞßéâ

ÆëæñæÞé «µ³³ «°¶® «²®²

ÃæëÞé «°± «±²¶ «°°

Ñìëâ «®±¶ «¯®´ «¯°®

Íïâó« ñìëâ «²¶ «° «®®

Íïâó« ÆëæñæÞé àÞñâäìïæâð «¶² «±° «³°

Íïâó« ÃæëÞé àÞñâäìïæâð «°² «µ³ «¯³

Ëâõñ ñìëâ «±¯ «®³® «³®

Ëâõñ ÆëæñæÞé àÞñâäìïæâð «²¯ «®²µ «®°®

Ëâõñ ÃæëÞé àÞñâäìïæâð «±´ «²¯ «®³µ

Ôìïá éâëäñå «´³ «¶² «®¯

ÉìàÞñæìë æë ñåâ ôìïá «´° «¶± «®´

ÉìàÞñæìë æë ñåâ íåïÞðâ «®´¶ «®³² «¯²

ÐíâàæÞé íìðæñæìë «®³´ «¶¯ «®¯¶

Êòéñæíéâ àìïïâéÞñæìë

àìâããæàæâëñ

«µµ¶ «³¯® «³³µ

ÏÊÐ Âïïìï ¥êð¦ ®µ«³ °³«¶ ±°«®

5. DISCUSSION

The results show that following syllable has much effect than
the previous syllable. In order to compare these two factors. We
selected two syllable words to be further investigated. There are
2148 two syllable words. Since word length and position in the
word are fixed, these factors are ignored. The results are shown
in Table 5. Although the mean and standard deviation are quite
similar, the results are quite different. The scores of factors for
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next syllable are all above 0.1 while those for previous syllable
are all below the 0.1. The score of second syllable’s Tone factor
is two times as that of first syllable. Multiple correlation
coefficients and RMS error are quite different, 0.746 vs. 0.591
and 36.1 vs. 45.4 ms. It shows that the contribution from the
following syllable is significantly greater than that of previous
syllable. This fact is clearly seen by comparing these two-
syllable words in this experiment. It also suggests that by
classifying the data, we can get a more precise model.

Table 5 Results of the two-syllable words.

ÃÞàñìï ÍÞïñæÞé àìïïâéÞñæìë àìâããæàæâëñ

ÐöééÞßéâ® ÐöééÞßéâ¯

ÆëæñæÞé «²¶² «±µ²

ÃæëÞé «±²² «°²

Ñìëâ «®±³ «°¯

Ëâõñ ìï Íïâó« ñìëâ «®°² «°¯

Ëâõñ ìï Íïâó« ÆëæñæÞé

àÞñâäìïæâð

«¯±² «¶±

Ëâõñ ìï Íïâó« ÃæëÞé

àÞñâäìïæâð

«®¶ «°°

ÉìàÞñæìë æë ñåâ íåïÞðâ «®´³ «®±²

ÐíâàæÞé íìðæñæìë «¯±¶ «®±¶

Êòéñæíéâ àìïïâéÞñæìë

àìâããæàæâëñ

«´±³ «²¶®

ÊâÞë ¥êð¦ ¯¯ ¯³

ÐÁ ¥êð¦ ²± ²³

ÏÊÐ Âïïìï ¥êð¦ °³«® ±²«±

As the results shown in Table 4, the syllable in different
positions a sentence also affects its duration. It is found that a
relative larger positive score in Factor 13 is category 3. This
means at the end of a phrase with a comma following, usually
there is a breath break here before saying the rest of the
sentence. The syllable duration of the word is seen to be little
longer. The score values along with their locations in the phrase
are shown in Figure 1. In general, at beginning of a phrase,
duration of the syllable tends to be larger and as length of the
phrase goes to longer one, duration of the syllable at end of
phrase turn to be shorter.

Figure 1 Estimated scores of syllables as their locations in
phrases.

6. CONCLUSION

Using multiple regression model, this paper has presented
analysis results of prediction of Initial, Final and syllable
durations. The contributions of individual factors in these
models can be summarized as follows.

1. In general, Initial variation can be explained by its identity
while Final variation is the results of cross influences by many
different factors.

2. The following syllable contributes more than the previous
syllable.

3. The position of the syllable influences its duration. At the
end of a phrase with a comma following, the syllable duration
of the word is seen to be little longer.

RMS error values of the model are 18.6, 36.9 and 43.1 ms for
Initial, Final, and syllable, respectively. The results are quite
close to those reported in literatures. Informal listening tests
suggest this model can improve the naturalness of synthetic
speech as compared to our previous rule-bases duration one.

Future work will be carried out to include part of speech
information to further decrease the RMS error of the model.
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